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MAKE IN INDIA: THE POLITICAL APPROACH

Dr. Parmeshwari Bagra

ABSTRACT

As said over and over by many economist and policy makers that India has never achieved its
optimum capacity within the area of producing. In Spite of number of natural resources and having the
most important young population round the world we could are achieved that level years back if political
will would have working. Our Honorable Deputy President of India once said, that nothing is feasible in
any country unless there's “Political Will and Administrative Skill”. What a well said quote and truly
correct within the context of India yet as Make in India campaign. Due to Lack of Political will India even
never able to try and make itself independent within the area of producing. The PPE kit used
for bioscience is maybe the simplest example of the identical. Up to few months back India was importing
PPE Kits from various countries including China, but thanks to Corona, shortage of PPE kits has
arise. Rather than counting on imports and paying higher prices, India has chosen the way of
constructing itself addicted to its own capabilities and commenced manufacturing the PPE Kits
and result's now we are exporting PPE kits rather than importing it. This happened because of our
political support and can which came within the style of Make in India Campaign. The Prime minister has
included the all concerned and related campaigns which directly or indirectly for the benefit of businesses
and industries and entreprenures to get and fulfill the duties as Indian citizen. The Prime Minister also
promised that his administration would aid the investors by making India a nice experience which his
government considered overall development of the state a piece of writing of religion instead of a political
agenda. He also laid a strong foundation for his vision of a technology-savvy Digital India as
complementary to form In India. He has also addressed the poverty eradication and will lead to
accompain the success of this Make In India.
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Introduction
Make in India is that the Indian government's flagship campaign intended to spice up the

domestic manufacturing industry and attract foreign investors to take a position into the Indian economy.
The Indian Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi first mentioned the key phrase in his maiden national
holiday address from the ramparts of the Red Fort and over a month later launched the campaign in
September 2014 with the will of reenergize the whole industrial and manufacturing businesses and has
forced the main sectors of the business or industries with the high figured industrialist and entrepreneurs
which are moving or going out of India because of its low rank in easy doing business ratings. India is
well known for its manufacturing capacity after China. With the vast level of Geographical area as well a
large number of young population dedicated towards working and undoubtedly the unemployment at
mass level make it more perfect for India to become a global Leader in the manufacturing field. After
Corona pandemic, most of the countries are annoyed from China and has started moving their
manufacturing establishments form there. Hence this is perhaps the right time to gain the opportunity and
use of Make in India Campaign. However Political will is very much needed in it. Apart from the launch
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of a vibrant brochure, which should find its way into the hands of anyone meaning to invest into India, the
government of India also launched a web site to supplement the campaign. The Make in India website
highlights each of the 25 target sectors with statistics, reasons to speculate, growth drivers, all policies
relevant to investors and also the individual sectors, government support, and opportunities for
investors other than showcasing the live projects that are undertaken and FAQs. The web site also links
to the campaigns Social Media feeds on Twitter, Facebook, Google Plus, and YouTube.
Scope of Make in India

To start the campaign the government of India has initially recognised or identified twenty five
areas as priority sector that shall be developed and promoted immediately as well as properly. These are
the sectors where likelihood of FDI (foreign direct investment) is that the highest and investment shall be
promoted by the govt. of India. While introducing the Make In India Campaign the out honorable Prime
Minister said that the event of those sectors would make sure that the planet shall readily come to Asia,
particularly to India where the provision of both democratic conditions as well as manufacturing priority
has perhaps made the India as most efficient destination along with the effective governance mechanism
pretended by Administrative skills.

Automobiles Food Processing Renewable Energy
Automobile Components IT and BPM Roads and highways
Aviation Leather Space
Biotechnology Media and Entertainment Textiles and garments
Chemicals Mining Thermal Power
Construction Oil and Gas Tourism and Hospitality
Defence manufacturing Pharmaceuticals Wellness
Electrical Machinery Ports Railways
Electronic Systems

We have to show crises into opportunity for creating an Aatmanirbhar and take steps to
confirm that products which we import from elsewhere are manufactured in India," Modi said. this can
be the time when not only the urban areas having developed facilities, but also each village and District
of the country shall be independent. This can be well-known fact in context of India that it shall produce
for themselves and find markets in other countries, which the important meaning of creating India self
dependent. long wished the country to become self-reliant in areas like medical equipment
manufacturing defence manufacturing, coal and minerals, edible oil and lots of more. Currently,
manufacturing sector is contributing around 16% within the Indian GDP but the government of India
wants to create it 25% by 2022. it's worth mentioning here that the manufacturing sector is contributing
around 34% share within the Chinese GDP. Another objective of Make in India is to make 100 million
additional manufacturing jobs within the economy by 2022. Undoubtedly the Make in India campaign is
getting the huge success right from its beginning with show of positive results in the form of investment
offers or around two hundred fifty billion dollars and prospective investments of around twenty three
billion dollars between September 2014 to February 2016. The overall allocation for the Make in India
programme was Rs 651.58 crore in 2019-20. Within the Union Budget 2020-21, total allocation for the
identical increased to Rs 1,281.97 crore.
Advantages and Lacking of Make in India

India could be a country rich in natural resources. Labour is aplenty and skilled labour is
well available given the high rates of unemployment among the educated class of the country. With Asia
developing because the outsourcing hub of the planet, India is soon becoming the well-liked
manufacturing destination of most investors across the world. Since India falls in the lowest category
probably for Ease of Doing Business Policy framework, hence this campaign of Make in India is the effort
of the government of India to increase the demand within the country too with maximum exports and thus
to boost up the economy of the country. Labour laws within the country are still not conducive to the
Make in India campaign. The campaign has, despite this, found its fair proportion of critics. The
topmost of those criticisms is leveled against the incumbent government. It’s been felt that the
government doesn't walk its talk - labour reforms and policy reforms which are fundamental for the
success of the Make In India campaign haven't yet been implemented. Variety of layoffs in companies
like Nokia India cast long shadows over the campaign. variety of technology based companies haven't
been enthused by the campaign launch and have professed to continue getting their components
manufactured by China.
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This is the time when we have to move on and shall turn this pandemic into an opportunity for
being self dependent and we have to now make sure that we are not at all dependent on imports. This is
the right time perhaps when not only the urban areas having developed facilities, but also each village and
District of the country shall be self reliant. This is well known fact in context of India that it shall produce for
themselves and find markets in other countries, and that the real meaning of making India self dependent.
The country is waiting for the long time to be self dependent in the numerous areas such as medical or
defebce equipment including infrastructure facility such as coal or mineral and edible oils too.

The concept of Make in India could be a good initiative taken by the NDA Government
and it's definitely visiting effect the socio-economic growth of our country, especially in providing
employment opportunities and industrial growth. To accommodate the 300 million those that will join
India’s workforce between 2010 and 2040, every year 10 million jobs are needed. it's expected that the
manufacturing sector will create about 100 million jobs by 2022. additionally to the present the
opposite advantages of Make in India are as under : Manufacturing sector led growth of nominal and per
capita GDP. Employment will increase manifold. this may augment the purchasing power of the common
Indian, mitigate poverty and expand the buyer base for companies. Besides, it'll help in reducing drain.
Export-oriented growth model will improve India’s Balance of Payments and help in accumulating
interchange reserves (which is incredibly important given the volatility within the global economy with
multiple rounds of Quantitative Easing announced by major economies). Foreign investment will bring
technical expertise and artistic skills together with foreign capital.
Make in India and India Economy

Make in India campaign is hostile with the Make in China ideal that has gained momentum over
the past decade. China could be a major rival to India when it involves the outsourcing, manufacturing,
and services business. The bureaucratic approach of former governments, lack of strong transport
networks, and widespread corruption makes it difficult for manufacturers to realize timely and adequate
production. The Modi government has vowed to get rid of these hurdles and make the state a
perfect destination for investors to line up industries.

The impact of this campaign are felt both domestically and internationally. The event of the
manufacturing sector will create employment opportunities for the youth of the country, alleviate poverty,
attract investments, create value for Indian goods and fix the rising deficit. Internationally, it'll improve
India's standing within the world and investors will take a look at India not merely as a market but as a
chance. The competition always favours customers, it is well known to everybody but this also helps the
domestic firms when they have competition with international firms, in the way that it helps in making the
Domestic Firms competitors at International level. The Government has started this campaign with
following backings
 Setting up 'Invest India' (will act because the first reference for assisting investors)
 Setting up a zealous web portal "http://www.makeinindia.com" to resolve all queries putting in

place of an expert panel to redress grievances and handle queries of world and domestic
investors within 24 hours

 Raising FDI caps in railways and defense production to 100% and 49% respectively
 The environment of positivity created by this campaign has significantly improved the perception

of the Indian economy.
The new rankings are indeed a lift for the economy, but way more is required to be done on the

bottom. During this field, government must do way more if its wants ‘Start Up’ India programme to
succeed. India also fared lower within the areas of registration of properties and enforcing of contracts.
Thus, the new rankings may provides a motivational cheer to the govt., but it still had to maneuver miles
ahead for full fledged celebrations.
Conclusion

Make in India is a very worthful as well as important project for the India as to kick up the
sustainable growth of the manufacturing industry of India. At this moment, our Prime Minister’s Make in
India campaign appears to be an inspired marketing campaign. But there's much thought and even more
work that's required to convert this to reality. Fortunately, we've got many natural advantages including a
giant labor force and an oversized domestic market. additionally, with China’s competitive advantage in
manufacturing eroding. India has the chance to require some share of world manufacturing far from
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China. All we have tried a lot to do the best for making upward in ease of doing business in India such
Terrorism control and infrastructure improvement, Labour reforms, in skills development, easy land
acquire laws, transparency in administration, liberalized government policies, good governance, Restore
broken trust between industry and government, Implementation of products and Services Tax (GST) and
fast tract approval. At the top it may be concluded that the concept of Make in India will certainly visiting
accelerate the Indian economy and can help in meeting the foremost challenges of poverty,
unemployment, low per capita income and help in sharing the burden of presidency.
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